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Patrones culturales que inciden en la comprensión del suelo
Padrões culturais presentes na compreensão sobre o solo

Modèles culturels de la compréhension du sol
Культурные традиции для понимания почв

Kulturelle Muster im Bodenverständnis
Cultural patterns of soil understanding

土壌理解の文化的パターン
الگو ھای فرھنگی برای درک خاک
토양의문화적이해
Nاالنمط الثقافى لفھم التربة
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ENSA meeting 2015 in Milano







„It‘s all about food“

„relation and meaning“

„Soil is life“

„science matters“





International Union of Soil Sciences (IUSS) Division 4
New working group on 

„Cultural patterns of soil understanding“

Our aim is the intercultural inter and trans disciplinary 
identification of patterns of soil understanding amongst 

different societies and societal groups. Some themes: 

1) Embedded Soil: how is soil part of broader concepts of nature

2) Reflection of Science: soil science as a cultural phenomenon

3) Religions and Soil: Significance for soil understanding and soil relation

4) Soil Art: Art “as such” and as a “tool”

5) Soil Culture Archaeology: ethnopedology and digged out storylines

6) Soil Education: cultural patterns inside; different target groups

7) Soil Psychology: what drives individual and cultural understanding



The International 
Union of Soil Sciences 

(IUSS) has four 
divisions

There is a new 
working group on „Cultural 

Patterns of Soil 
Understanding“  

(Культурные традиции для 
понимания почв)

Division 4: “The Role of Soils in Sustaining 
Society and the Environment“

has four commissions

1 - Soils and the Environment

2 - Soils, Food Security and Human Security

3 - Soils and Land Use Change

4 - Soil Education & Public Awareness

5 - History, Philosophy, and Sociology of 
Soil Science

Its present structure is in process of adaptation to new needs.

21st world soil congress in Rio de Janeiro, 
August 12-17: interesting symposia on these topics!

Contact: Div. 4 chair Christian Feller: christian.feller@ird.fr
Working group chair Nikola Patzel: patzel@bodenkommunikation.info

mailto:christian.feller@ird.fr
mailto:patzel@bodenkommunikation.info


Human consciousness and culture grows
facing ist outer and inner surroundings

Outer World
Physical stimuli and perceptions, 

social environment,
factors like laws, money, and media …

Body and its needs, drives and insticts,
unconscious  factors producing
emotions and inner images …

Inner World

Consciousness
introversion

extraversion

Nikola Patzel, ELSA meeting Bratislava, 28 September 2017
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Cultural Patters draw on conscious 
and on unconscious layers

Outer Soil

Biophysical observables

Mental/psychic archetypal factors

Inner Soil

Cultural patterns of 
soil understanding

introversion

extraversion

Nikola Patzel, ELSA meeting Bratislava, 28 September 2017









Switzerland,  (21st Cent.)
India (probably 20th Cent., Rudolf Högger)

Sowed Christian cross                 Indian cross-plouging





The abiotic nutrient paradigm (Europe18th, 20th Cent.)

18th Cent. 20th Cent.

Visual part of the presentation by Nikola Patzel and Christian Feller at IUSS Div4 day, 22nd of November, 2016



„The chemical ploughman“



„New technologies feed the world“



„Feel the power. Be the commander“



Hadza
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Outcomes

1) Stimulating and motivating our soil science
colleagues to ask new questions.

2) Supporting engagement with societal groups and
general public for processes towards enhanced
valuing of soil.

Target groups

1) The soil science community
2) The educational domain
3) “Development project” advisers and managers
4) Farmers and farmer’s associations
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Are cultural patterns of soil understanding relevant?



Awareness raising for the outer and the inner soil. 
Cultural soil discourse. 
Gaining conscioussness by relation and reflection.



Cultural Patterns of Soil Understanding in Organic Agriculture
Dr. Nikola Patzel1, IUSS Division 4 working group on “Cultural Patterns of Soil Understanding” 
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Drivers and potentials …
Different branches of modern agriculture rely
on different cultural patterns of soil
understanding; and they are supported by
different schools of thought in soil science
with their specific values and perspectives.

For example the European branches of
organic agriculture, as they developed
mainly in the 20th Century, are rooted in
specific cultural concepts and were
supported by associated minorities, or rather
marginalised tendencies, within the soil
science community.

The organic worldview often shows a
dichotomy of an “industrialised economical-
technical” paradigm versus an “organic” or
“ecological” paradigm. In this context, the
different attitudes of control by power, or by
relatedness and “intercourse” in agricultural
human-nature interaction, are highlighted.

In today’s conceptual and strategic debates
and power struggles over how to sustainably
feed from the land, we see patterns similar to
those from the 19th and 20th Century in
action. But the threats they pose are not yet
sufficiently realised; the opportunities they
offer are not yet sufficiently fulfilled. These
patterns are certainly not limited to organic
agriculture.

Geosciences are part of human societies,
thus they are intertwined with the cultural
problems and tasks to which the history of
ideas presented here gives some hints.

1) Nikola  Frederik Patzel (m), Seestraße 5, 88662 Überlingen am Bodensee, Germany, phone +49 (0)7551 944 776, 
patzel@bodenkommunikation.info  

How soil is contextualised, also relies on cultural 
patterns
Some examples from the history of organic agriculture in Europe 

The tree of life, and vitalism
The idea of a “vital force” (vis vitalis) split off from mainstream science during 19th

Century, and became part of organic farming ideas since then. It is linked with the 
symbolism of the “tree of life”, “palm branch”, and its strong religious connotations. 

Mother earth, and female spirit
The belief and symbolism of “holy mother earth”, “corn mother”, and a female spirit acting 
in nature is documented from all times and most cultures. It stands more or less 
consciously behind many statements in favour of the earth’s and soil’s integrity and 
dignity, and there are symbolic bridges to different understandings of tilling. 

The cross – where heaven and earth unite
Founders of organic agriculture tried to follow an ethics that agriculture should be done in 
the spirit of Christian charity in relation with nature. But the cross is also a symbol for a 
basic order and orientation where “heaven and earth unite” in culture. 

Soil life – living soil
The “living soil” is a core sentence of organic farming. It is rooted in soil biology and 
especially in soil microbiology. It lead to ideas of soil being the “microcosm of life” and to 
the conceptualisation of fertilizing as “feeding the soil” in an ecological context.

The circle of life
The “circle of life” and the “ever recurring spiral of life and death” is a 
framing that facilitates the ideas of composting, of nutrient recycling ,
as well as of endocytosis of macromolecules by plant roots.



WWF engages for soil!



Rationale for a working group 
on cultural patterns of soil understanding

Human soil perception, soil awareness,
and soil relation are cultural phenomena

1) General culturally underlying structures like religious or
‘secular’ myths and belief systems are framing society’s
effective “value landscape” and the central values therein.

2) The personal, individual relation with and behaviour
towards soil includes implicit notions of soil being part of
integral concepts of landscape, as well as of primary
economy. The large majority of humans does not consider
soil as a distinct object.



Are cultural patterns of soil understanding relevant?









Patrones culturales que inciden en la comprensión del suelo
Padrões culturais presentes na compreensão sobre o solo
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Культурные традиции для понимания почв
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Cultural patterns of soil understanding
土壌理解の文化的パターン (土壌理解の文化様式)
الگو ھای فرھنگی برای درک خاک
االنمط الثقافى لفھم التربة

International Union 
of Soil Sciences (IUSS)
Division 4

Working group on 
„Cultural Patterns of 
soil understanding“
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